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Local energy exchange in a storage-ring free-electron laser
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In this paper a theoretical model is presented, which is based on a pass to pass analysis of the localized
interaction between a short laser pulse with a wider electron distribution. It can be applied to a large class of
physical phenomena and, in particular, to the case of a storage-ring free-electron laser~FEL!. Numerical results
are confirmed by experimental measurements done on the ACO and Super-ACO FELs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction between a coherent light source an
relativistic electron beam can lead to various physical p
nomena, such as Compton backscattering@1#, femtosecond
x-rays production@2#, electron acceleration@3# and free-
electron lasers~FELs!.

After the first operation of a FEL in the infrared spectr
range on a linear accelerator in 1977@4#, a second FEL was
installed on the ACO storage ring and provided the first v
ible radiation in 1983@5#. Present storage-ring based FE
still supply the shortest FEL wavelength in the oscillator co
figuration on DUKE @6# and in the harmonic generatio
scheme in Super-ACO ring@7#. Recent studies of the
storage-ring FEL dynamics led to a deeper understandin
the role played by some complex beam characteristics~mi-
crowave@8# and head-tail instabilities@9#, potential well dis-
tortion @10,11# coherent synchrotron oscillations@12#, vari-
able momentum compaction operation@13#! on the laser
performances. Besides feedback systems implemented
different machines allowed to reach a high level of stabi
of the source@14#. User applications performed since 199
on the Super-ACO FEL have demonstrated a very good q
ity offered by such sources in terms of tuneability, high a
erage power, rather short pulse duration, and high degre
coherence@15#. These characteristics make, for example,
FEL very suitable for two colors experiments performed
combination with the naturally synchronized synchrotron
diation @16#. Considering such a stage of maturity, new p
spectives are opened by future operation of FEL facilit
such as DUKE@6# and ELETTRA@17# or of new synchro-
tron radiation centres such as SOLEIL@18#.

A storage-ring FEL is a coherent and tuneable radiat
source generated by the energy exchange between a re
istic electron beam and an electromagnetic wave stored i
optical cavity. The light pulses interact many times with t
same electron bunch. As a consequence the beam longi
nal distributions are modified and a saturation mechan
may be induced leading to the laser equilibrium. Storage-r
FELs have a complex dynamics because the laser pulse
not interact with a fresh electron bunch~as it happens for
LINAC based FELs!. The laser performances tightly depen
on the evolution of the beam parameters~such as electron
density, energy, and temporal distributions!.
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Classical approaches to the study of the evolution of
FEL-beam system@19,20# are based on a certain number
assumptions. First, only the steady-state regime is con
ered: the equilibrium is assumed to be always reached af
disregarded transient regime. Second, the interaction
tween the bunch and the FEL pulse is assumed to take p
homogeneously over the whole electron distribution~in a
way that does not take into account the different size of
electron bunch and the FEL pulse!. Moreover, the well-
known super modes approach@21# evaluates the FEL in-
duced heating of the longitudinal distributions of the electr
bunch in terms of a modification of their rms values. Th
means that the distributions are assumed to maintai
Gaussian shape~that is the natural solution of the Fokke
Plank equation when the FEL is absent! once the steady-stat
is attained.

A more realistic approach has been more recently p
posed@22,23#. Theoretical simulations done by making u
of the model detailed in@22# allow one to follow the evolu-
tion of the electron distribution in the beam longitudin
phase space during the FEL-beam interaction. In fact,
analysis shows that the temporal beam distribution does
maintain a Gaussian shape but it is instead significa
modified during the FEL on set. The origin of this phenom
enon can be traced back to the different size of the elec
distribution and the laser pulse~the latter being much
shorter!: the FEL creates a local hot spot where electr
diffusion is maximum. Synchrotron oscillations move ele
trons into the hot spot where they interact with the opti
pulse, amplify it and diffuse. As a consequence, the elect
beam energy spread grows everywhere, the system gain
creases, and the FEL reaches the saturation.

The theoretical model that is proposed here takes a
further. First of all, it includes the interaction between t
electron beam and the storage-ring environment~which is
missed in the previous model!. The effect of the electron
beam instabilities generated by the wake fields on the F
evolution has been the subject of various investigations@24–
27#. Nowadays there is a general agreement on the fact
longitudinal instabilities and FEL are strongly correlat
~generally competing! mechanisms generating noise th
manifests in an increase of the beam energy spread. A co
modelization of the FEL-beam interaction has, therefo
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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to include the effect of the wake fields on the electron be
and on the FEL evolution.

Moreover, for the first time, to the best of our knowledg
a pass to pass analysis of the FEL-beam interaction is
ported by a fully satisfactory agreement with experimen
measurements. The case of the ACO and the Super-A
FELs ~operated in different regimes! is considered.

Finally, the model proposed in this paper can also be g
erally applied to the interaction of a relativistic electro
beam with an external laser. In this case, a careful pas
pass analysis may, for example, provide important inform
tions about the maximum interaction rate allowing an a
equate regeneration of the electron distributions. In the
lowing, the attention will be mostly concentrated on t
interaction during the transient regime. A number of expe
mental observations show that the system does not nece
ily reach a steady state: chaotic regimes of the laser inten
have been observed for the case of the ACO and the Su
ACO FELs @28#; limit cycle regimes appear for a small de
tuning ~leading to a macrotemporal pulse structure at
millisecond scale! on the Super-ACO@29# and UVSOR@30#
FELs. Moreover, even if the steady state is reached, sm
perturbations of the optics~as, for example, the unavoidab
heating of the cavity mirrors! or of the beam stability may
lead the system out of equilibrium~that is again in a transien
regime!. Finally, the Q-switched operation mode~during
which the system never attains the steady state! is commonly
used for certain FEL applications to enhance the laser po

The model is presented in Sec. II. In Sec. III the FE
action on the beam longitudinal distributions is investigat
The case of the FEL that will be installed on SOLEIL is us
as a general example of the implications of the propo
model ~Sec. III A!. In Sec. III B the analysis is extended
all the storage-ring FELs presently in activity. Section III
contains a comparison between the theoretical simulat
and measurements performed on the Super-ACO~operated
in Q-switched regime! and the ACO~operated in cw regime!
FELs. In Sec. IV the effect of the localized interaction on t
electron density, on the modulation rate~i.e., the ‘‘contrast’’
of the interference fringes of the optical klystron spectru!
and, as a consequence, on the FEL gain is analyzed fo
case of the Super-ACO. The definition of a local gain can
used to partially explain the difference between theoret
and measured laser rise time observed on the Super-A
FEL.

II. THE MODEL

A case of a storage-ring FEL implemented on an opti
klystron ~consisting of two undulators separated by a disp
sive section, creating a large wiggle of magnetic fie
@31,33#! is considered. Since the proper laser mode of
optical cavity is established after several hundred light pa
the longitudinal and transverse laser dynamics are assu
to be decoupled. Electron dynamics in the longitudinal ph
space is treated by using a pass to pass model@34# ~distribu-
tions are statistically determined!:

tn115tn2aT0en , ~1!
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en115en1eVrf /E0 sin~v rftn111f!2U rad/E02D~en ,tn!

1R~en ,tn!2r~tn!1BAI ~tn!sin~v lastn1c!

2PI~tn!cos@4p~N1Nd!en#. ~2!

wheretn is the relative position of the electron at passn with
respect to the synchronous electron,en its relative normal-
ized energy,v rf andVrf the pulsation and the voltage of th
main rf cavity with associate phasef, a the momentum
compaction factor,e is the electron charge,E0 the nominal
electron energy,U rad the energy radiated by synchrotron r
diation, D(en ,tn) the synchrotron damping term,R(en ,tn)
is associated with the stochastic process of photon emiss
The FEL is characterized by the optical pulsationv las, the
relative phasec and the intensityI. The amplification of only
one single wavelength is here considered. In fact simulati
are started just after the beginning of the laser growth
this justifies the previous hypothesis. A more accurate an
sis of the laser spectral evolution has been carried out in@35#.
The normalized FEL distribution for the FEL pulse at th
center of the electron distributionI (tn)5I 0 exp(2tn

2/2s las
2 )

has a smaller rms widths las than the electronic distribution
The effect of the interaction of the electron beam with t
ring environment is taken into account by the termr (tn)
which includes an resistance capacity inductance~RCL!
model of the machine impedance. In particular, a good ag
ment with measurements presented in Sec. III C has b
obtained by modeling the wake field by means of a sim
exponential corresponding to a first-order longitudinal co
pling impedance (C50) @32#. The last two terms modelize
the FEL interaction.BAI (tn)sin(vlastn1c) corresponds to
the FEL induced microbunching on the electron bun
where the bunching factorB depends on the FEL intensity
The bunching takes place for the electrons that overlap w
the FEL Gaussian distribution. Because of the synchrot
motion, different electrons see the FEL localized distributi
at different passes. The last term2PI(tn)cos@4p(N
1Nd)en# represents the energy loss by laser radiation,P be-
ing the FEL power,N the number of period of the undulato
Nd is the interference order due to the dispersive section
the optical klystron@33#. The laser light quantum emission
neglected.

This model naturally applies to an FEL system but it c
also be used to study the interplay between a relativistic e
tron bunch and an external laser in view, for example,
generating femtosecond x-ray pulses@2#.

III. FEL ACTION ON THE ELECTRON BUNCH

The model presented in the preceding section can be
plied to the study of laser action on the longitudinal form
the electron bunch. The case of all the storage-ring FE
presently in activity will be analyzed.

The general consequences of the localized character o
laser-beam interaction on the longitudinal beam distributio
will be illustrated by considering the case of the FEL th
will be installed on SOLEIL. In Sec. III A the numerica
simulations based on the model presented in Sec. II and
formed for the SOLEIL FEL are reported. Similar resu
2-2
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TABLE I. Characteristics of different storage ring FELs.

SOLEIL ELETTRA S.ACO DUKE UVSOR ACO

Beam energy~MeV! 1500 1000 800 1000 500 240
Bunch width~ps! 25 85 95 60 95 100-1000
Rms FEL width~ps! 2-6 9 20 1.4-26 7 2-6
Spectral range~nm! 400-150 350-220 vis.-300 193.7-730 vis.-238 650-46
Pulse period~ns! 280 864 120 358.5 178 37
FEL gain ~%! 10-50 30 3 15 3 0.6
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hold for the Super-ACO, ACO, ELETTRA, DUKE and UV
SOR FELs~see Sec. III B!. In Sec. III C good agreement i
shown between theoretical results and measurements fo
case of the Super-ACO and the ACO FELs.

In Table I are reported the characteristics of differe
storage-ring FELs that are relevant for the present analy

A. Numerical results for the case of the SOLEIL FEL

The enhancement of the laser peak power of the SOL
FEL operated inQ-switch mode is shown in Fig. 1~a!. Figure
1~b! shows the rms bunch lengthening of the temporal d
tribution related to the increase of the energy spread p
duced by the interaction. After an initial heating during t
rise time of the FEL pulse, the energy spread slowly reac
a constant regime with superimposed coherent synchro
oscillations. These oscillations are more evident if the beh
ior of the center of mass of the buncht0 is considered@Fig.
1~c!#. Electrons located at the center of the distributi
~where the interaction takes place! start to perform large os
cillations from the head to the tail of the bunch as the F
macropulse decreases. The enhancement of the oscilla
accomplished by the barycenters of the longitudinal distri
tions is shown in Fig. 2. The temporal distribution does n
maintain the initial Gaussian form~FEL off! as it is clearly
demonstrated by the change of its third order momentuk
@Fig. 1~d!#. Figure 1~e! shows the gain decrease due to t
FEL saturation. The perturbation changes the amplitude

FIG. 1. Simulations using the model of localized energy e
change, performed in the case of the SOLEIL FEL operated in
Q-switched mode.~a! FEL intensity, ~b! rms value,~c! center of
mass,~d! relative variation~with respect to the laser off value! of
the third order momentum of the temporal distribution versus tim
and ~e! FEL gain versus time.
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the synchrotron oscillations. The reorganization of the bun
population is shown in Fig. 3. During the FEL rise time~that
is, between 50 and 90ms), the phase coordinates of th
electrons are strongly perturbed~especially the relative en
ergy e). At the end of the laser macropulse~that is, after
about 200ms) synchrotron oscillations become regular ag
but their amplitude is enhanced. If the laser is not star
again, the amplitude of the oscillations is dumped in a per
of the order of~few times! the synchrotron damping time
~about 20 ms for the case of SOLEIL!.

The evolution of the temporal and energy distributions
presented in Fig. 4. The FEL micropulse is centered w
respect to the temporal beam distribution~perfect tuning
condition!. The initial distributions~curve a, FEL off! are
Gaussian; when the FEL macropulse grows~curveb) a de-
formation starts to become evident and during the mac
pulse decrease~curvec) the temporal distribution narrows in
its center and a hole appears. The presence of a hole bur
in the energy distributions can be stressed by represen
only the electrons located at the FEL pulse position@Fig.
4~c!#. The hole is the signature of the localized interacti
and is generated by the fact that the electrons located aro
the center of the distributions interact on average for a lon
time with the FEL than the electrons at the edge, thus p
viding more energy to the FEL. During the last part of t
FEL macropulse~curvesd to i ) the electrons start to diffuse
the distributions become flatter and flatter and the peak
tensity considerably decreases. The hole~observed for few
tens of microseconds! disappears. Figure 5 shows an ima

FIG. 2. Enhancement of the oscillations of barycenters of
beam longitudinal distributions due to the interaction with the F
pulse.
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G. De NINNOet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 026502
~equivalent to the ones that can be registered by making
of a double sweep streak camera@36–38#! that clearly em-
phasizes the presence of the hole burning at the center o
temporal distribution. The electron diffusion time is lon
compared to the revolution frequency~hundreds of nanosec
onds!, the period of the synchrotron oscillation~tens of mi-
croseconds!, the FEL rising time~several microseconds!. The
diffusion time is nevertheless smaller than the natural F
period~few milliseconds! and the synchrotron damping tim
~tens of milliseconds!. At the end of the macropulse the di
fusion process leads the longitudinal distributions back
their original Gaussian shape.

FIG. 3. Phase coordinates of three electrons inside the elec
bunch during the laser evolution for the case of the SOLEIL FE

FIG. 4. Profiles of the electron longitudinal distributions f
SOLEIL at different times of the dynamic evolution~average of 36
ms). curvea: evolution during the first 36ms; curveb: evolution
during 36–72ms; curvec: evolution during 72–108ms; curved:
evolution during 108–144ms; curvese, f, g, h, i: evolution during
the following 180ms. ~a! Temporal distribution~b! Energy distri-
bution and~c! Hole burning in the energy distribution for the ele
trons located att50, in coincidence with the FEL pulse.
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B. Expected action on other storage ring FELs

The distortion of the electron bunch distributions can
generally related to the ratio between the FEL macropu
rise timet and the synchrotron oscillations periodTs . For a
generic laser system characterized by a gainG and subject to
the lossesP, is given by the relation

t5
Tc

~G2P!
, ~3!

whereTc is the period of the photons inside the cavity.
For small values ofr 5t/Ts the electrons can be consid

ered as quasistatic during the growth of the FEL macropu
As a consequence, the phase-space refreshing is modes
the localized character of the interaction is exalted. In t
case a distortion localized around the center of the be
distributions ~where the FEL rise takes place! is generally
evident. To the contrary, ifr is relatively large, the FEL ac-
tion during the growth of the macropulse is experimented
a large number of electrons and generally the beam distr
tions are heated and flattened but less locally distorted.

One of the beam optics parameter controlling the factor
is the momentum compactiona: whena is small, the longi-
tudinal position of electrons changes slowly@see Eq.~1!#
while for big values of such parameter the synchrotron
riod ~proportional to 1/Aa) becomes shorter and the ele
trons move faster. The values ofr and the effect of the inter-
action~estimated making use of the model presented in S
II ! on the longitudinal beam distributions for differen
storage-ring FELs is reported in Table II. The local distorti
of beam distributions is generally more evident for third ge
eration storage-ring FELs, as SOLEIL~see preceding sec
tion! or ELETTRA, which are characterized by small valu
of a and short FEL rise times. The cases of FELs installed
second generation storage rings~as Super-ACO, DUKE, and
UVSOR! can be considered as intermediate: simulatio
show both a moderate localized distortion of the longitudi
distributions and an important flattening. In the case of
ACO FEL ~installed on a first generation storage ring! the
effect of the interaction on the beam distributions is ve
widespread~big r value!.

The particular kind of distortion induced by the FEL a
tion on the beam distributions~local distortion, flattening or

on
.

FIG. 5. Simulation of the image that can be acquired by me
of a double-sweep streak camera. The aim is the characterizatio
the evolution of the temporal beam distribution during the la
growth for the case of the SOLEIL FEL. A cut along the vertic
axes provides the longitudinal beam distribution whose evolut
can be followed versus time on the horizontal scale.
2-4
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TABLE II. Action of the localized laser-beam interaction on longitudinal electron distributions for
ferent storage ring FELs. For the calculation of the parameterr 5t/Ts , the macro-pulse rise-timet has been
derived according to the relation~3! for all storage ring FELs except for the Super-ACO one~for which the
experimental value has been used!.

SR a r Result of the interaction
SOLEIL 6.931023 0.004 Strong localized distortion
ELETTRA 6.931023 0.007 Strong localized distortion
DUKE 8.631022 0.1 Localized distortion and flattening
UVSOR 8.631022 0.15 Localized distortion and flattening
Super-ACO 1.431022 0.4 Localized distortion and flattening
ACO 8.631022 3.6 Strong flattening
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both! plays an important role in the determination of t
laser performances. In fact, the coupling between laser
beam energy spread takes place not only through their in
sity, but also through the shape of their distributions. T
form function of the electron and laser distributions are
termined by second order equations that lead to a variet
solutions, including deterministic chaos, limit cycle, a
steady state solutions that are of interest for user app
tions. Moreover, the modification of the electronic dens
can originate a change of the FEL pulse shape: substruc
have been observed both in the spectral line and in the t
poral distribution on different storage-ring FELs@30,39#.

C. Measurements versus simulations for the Super-ACO and
the ACO FELs

Measurements have been performed on the Super-A
and ACO FELs in order to check the theoretical results.
the first case, use has been made of a double sweep ca
that allows one to follow the electron bunch temporal dis
bution along the FEL macropulse evolution. The measu
ments~resp. simulations! of FEL pulse and the momenta o
the temporal beam distribution~up to third order! are plotted
in Figs. 6 curves~a–d! @resp. Figs. 6 curves~e–h!#. The
center of mass of the electronic distribution is displaced
cause of the energy loss due to the FEL power. In additio
the well known FEL heating, the distribution presents so
oscillations, demonstrating that the dynamics is more co
plex than a simple bunch lengthening and enhancemen
energy spread. The third order momentumk shows the effect
of the localized heating, inducing a modification of the ele
tron bunch shape. The initial distribution is already asy
metrical (kÞ0) because of the microwave instability. Th
good agreement between experimental data and simula
strongly depends on the inclusion in the numerical mode
the interaction of the electron beam with the ring enviro
ment. In particular, the same set of simulations perform
without including the termr (tn) in Eq. ~2! does not properly
reproduce neither the anomalous~FEL off! bunch lengthen-
ing, nor the evolution of the third order momentumk.

The influence of the localized FEL heating on the shape
the electronic density has been further investigated consi
ing the case of the ACO FEL@40# operated in cw regime. In
this case a flattening of the longitudinal electron bunch d
tributions is particularly evident~see Table II!. The measured
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ACO temporal distribution@Fig. 7~a!# shows a shape simila
to the simulated one@Fig. 7~b!#. The modification of the
energy distribution is shown in Fig. 7~c!.

IV. LOCAL EVOLUTION OF THE FEL-BEAM SYSTEM
PARAMETERS

In the preceding section the localized character of
FEL-beam interaction has been theoretically and experim
tally analyzed. In the present one, it will be shown that t
concept of localized interaction leads to a definition of t
system parameters involving only those electrons which
perimpose with the FEL pulse. The case of the Super-A
FEL will be considered.

Figure 8 shows the behavior of the electronic densityre

FIG. 6. Evolution of the longitudinal profile of the electron
distribution on the Super-ACO FEL operated in the Q-switch
mode. Curves (a), (b), (c), and (d): experimental results; curve
(e), ( f ), (g), (h): numerical results. The gain is established duri
2 ms and suppressed during 98 ms by a modification of the tun
condition~large change of the rf frequency!. The Super-ACO elec-
tron beam is operated with a current ranging between 100 and
mA in two bunches and with two rf cavities:Vrf15170 KV, v rf1

5100 MHz andVrf2590 KV, v rf25500 MHz;a51.4831022. The
effect due to presence of a further cavity has been taken into
count in the simulations.
2-5
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G. De NINNOet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 026502
FIG. 7. Measurement and simulations for the ACO FEL be
operated at 220 MeV, with a rf voltage of 17.5 kV, an avera
current varying from 20 to 150 mA, allowing a gain of 0.3%; cur
(a): Measured temporal distribution with the FEL on and off. T
electron bunch distribution has been deduced from the spec
analyzer acquisition from the signal of a pick-up electrode; (b):
Simulated temporal distribution~average of 80ms); ~c! Simulated
energy distribution~average of 80ms).

FIG. 8. Local and nonlocal Super-ACO electronic density a
function of the beam current calculated before the laser starting~a!,
at the top~b!, and at the end of the laser pulse~c!.
02650
as a function of the beam current for two different cas
when the calculation is extended to all the electrons belo
ing to the bunch and when only those electrons interac
with the laser pulse are taken into account. The two calcu
tions are compared at different stages of the laser grow
they are very close before the laser start@see Fig. 8~a!# but at
the top and at the end of the laser pulse@see Figs. 8~b! and
8~c!# the local electronic density is considerably smaller th
the one calculated on the all bunch.

The same kind of analysis has been performed for
modulation ratef, which is defined by the relation

f 5^cos@~N1Nd!e#&. ~4!

Figure 9 shows the difference between the calculat
done as an average on the electrons of the whole bunch
a local average on the electrons that overlap the FEL pu
Again, the local calculation performed at different stages
the FEL evolution generally leads to smaller values with
spect to the nonlocal one.

The calculation of the local electronic density and mod
lation rate can be used to draw out the effective~local! FEL
gain G ~which is proportional toref ). Figure 10 shows the
calculation of the FEL gain either according to the stand
nonlocalized approach or considering only the electrons s
by the laser during its growth. When the laser is absent
two methods give the same result@see Fig. 10~a!# but at the
top of the laser macropulse~where, for definition, the gain
must be equal to the cavity losses! only the local gain curve
explains the saturation effect@see Fig. 10~b!#.

m

a

FIG. 9. Local and nonlocal modulation rate of the spectrum
the Super-ACO optical klystron as a function of the beam curr
calculated before the laser starting~a!, at the top~b!, and at the end
of the laser pulse~c!.
2-6
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LOCAL ENERGY EXCHANGE IN A STORAGE-RING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 026502
The localized character of the FEL-beam interaction
therefore crucial for explaining the laser saturation for
case of the Super-ACO FEL.

The reduction of the effective gain can in part explain t
important difference that has been observed between the
oretical and the measured values of the rise time for
Super-ACO FEL operated inQ-switched regime. Experimen
tally t can be determined by means of an exponential fit

I ~ t !5I 0 expS t

t D ~5!

FIG. 10. Local and nonlocal Super-ACO FEL gain as a funct
of the beam current calculated before the laser starting~a!, at the
top of the laser pulse~b!, and at the end of the laser pulse~c!.
Figure ~b! shows also the value of the cavity losses.
th

02650
s
e

e-
e

~whereI 0 is the initial laser intensity! of the first part of the
laser pulse curve.

If the localized character of the interaction is not tak
into account, the difference between the theoretical value
the measured one is quite significant~of the order of 30%
between 30 and 40 mA and up to 50% for higher curren!.
To the contrary, when the gain is instead calculated using
local parameters, the result obtained using Eq.~3! is more
close to the measured value~the difference being about 10%
between 30 and 40 mA and less than 30% for higher c
rents!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The analysis presented in this paper provides an a
tional step further in the understanding of the interact
between light and relativistic electrons. We presented a p
to pass model of the electron dynamics in the longitudi
phase-space based on the local interaction with a short l
pulse. On condition that the important role of the wake fie
is taken into account, such a model can be successfully
plied for describing the laser-beam interaction in a stora
ring FEL. Simulations are indeed supported by experimen
results on the Super-ACO and the ACO FELs.

The type of distortion induced by the interaction on t
beam longitudinal distributions has been correlated to a q
ity factor depending on the beam and laser dynamics. Su
distortion is expected to influence the FEL form functio
The redefinition of the system parameters by taking into
count only those electrons that overlap with the laser puls
the only way to explain the saturation of the Super-AC
FEL.

The proposed model applies not only to storage-ring FE
operated both inQ-switched and cw regimes but also to th
study of the interaction of the electron beam with an exter
laser. This approach is able to provide important insights
view of the development of new generation synchrotron
diation facilities that can include, besides FELs, various
otic light sources such as femtosecond x-ray pulses
Compton back scattering gamma rays.
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